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Abstract: - The signature algorithm with a broadband covert channel that does not want the sender to
compromise the security of the entity signing key is the Elgamal signature algorithm. But contrary to the common
idea, the design of the digital signature scheme does not maximize the covert uses of its signatures, but minimizes
them. The suggested scheme illustrates that several discrete logarithm schemes are vulnerable, since they are used
in more than one group concurrently, and the key data may reveal by these groups which discrete logarithm are
facile, but the digital signature scheme is more secure in this means.
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1. Introduction
The specific security requirements of digital
signatures are still considered as open research
challenges [1,2,3,4,5,6] . However, various digital
signature algorithms have the feature that the signer
of a document can conceal certain data in the
signature that can be detected by a trusted authority,
and that the existence of this concealed data can not
be recovered by any given example of the signature.
This channel is invented by Simmons, who named it
subliminal channel [7]. The difficulty initially began
in the environment of nuclear weapons defects in
international agreement verification. The United
State of America and Russia have made a decision to
place particular sensors in every other nuclear side in
order to share specific agreed sensor data, and
required integrity controls to stop data being
processed and therefore to stop supply false
information that an attempt does or does not succeed
[8]. Also, both sides made sure certain that the
integrity mechanisms can not be misused to transmit
other forbidden data. This will concern with schemes
employed to consider not only the occurrence of
nuclear tests, but the numbers of fielded nuclear arms.
If a Russian sensor designed to transmit just the
absence or presence of an American rocket in storage
can covertly communicate the storage site, then this
data might be employed to ease a first attack. One of
the first designs of tools to confirm international

agreement compliance had just such a defect, the
sensor site might be communicated employing a
covert channel in an early authentication protocol
relied on discrete logarithms problem [7].
To perceive the operation of these channels, consider
the Elgamal signature algorithm [9,10] . Assume that
p is a prime number where computing discrete
logarithms in z *p is difficult. Suppose a is the
generator of z *p , assume also that x is the entity
private signing key less than p . Compute the public
signature verification key d = a x mod p .Suppose an
integer number less than p where gcd(r , θ ) = 1 ,
with θ = p − 1 , and m is the message to be signed.
So the Elgamal signature on m is ( g , s ) such that:

g = a r mod p
s = (m − x * g ) / r mod θ

(1)
(2)

The two formerly given covert channels in this
scheme are:
1. The broadband channel in which the signer shares
the entity signing key with the message receiver,
permitting r is inconsiderably detected
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employing formula (2). We can therefore encrypt
a secret message straight on from r .
2. The narrowband channel in which signer attempts
various values of r until the signer can forces a
number of bits of g to cipher a covert message c ,
so entity could be required to encrypt a ten bit
message in the low order bits of g and tries
consecutive values of r until the signer obtained
the target. This will take roughly a thousand
attempts on average, and typically the covert
bandwidth in bits per signature is around the
binary logarithm of the number of calculations
that signer is eager to achieve.
The narrowband channel may be adequate for a
sensor in missile storage to cipher little bits of data,
and eventually this data might disclose its physical
site. The narrowband covert channel might also be
employed to reveal encryption key. Therefore, covert
channel is significant in a number of uses. But
neither of the mentioned channels is perfect. The
signer should either adapt entity signing key or
accept serious computational restrictions on the
applicable covert bandwidth. This guided the authors
to raise the question: is there any different algorithm
with a broadband covert channel that does not want
the sender to compromise the security of the entity
signing key. However, the Elgamal signature scheme
has such channel.

2. The Proposed Scheme

Suppose that the modulus p = q * n + 1 such that n
is smooth and finding discrete logarithms is difficult
in subgroup of z *p of order q that is calculated
by a n mod p . If the covert message we want to
transmit is c , we can find:

r ≡ c mod n

(3)

However, we can compute r = c + r − * n for certain
randomly selected r . Now, when the receiver obtains
the signature ( g , s) then generates g q mod p and
computes i as follows:

(a q ) i ≡ g q mod p

(4)

This is feasible since the order of the subgroup of z *p
generated by a q mod p is smooth. By the PohligHellman scheme [11] combining with Pollard rho
algorithm [12], this will require a computation time
of O ( B) where B is the smoothness bound i.e.,
the largest prime factor of n . We will then find:

c ≡ i mod n

(5)

The covert message can thus be detected. Given i , we
can find the signing key by formula (2), thus more
messages can be recovered. This channel is a
broadcast one, in the sense that any person can find
the discrete logarithm computation and detect
x mod n . Though, we can also generate narrowcast
channel, in which the covert message c is just
available to participants who have certain shared
secret. Especially, when θ = n * q1 * q 2 + 1 , and the
discrete logarithm problem is difficult in the groups
of order q1 and q 2 , then the signer can keep entity
signing key secret mod q1 but disclose its value mod

q 2 to the intended receiver of covert messages.
Entity can now transmit the covert message c
as r mod q 2 .
The multiplicative ability used in this algorithm can
also be employed to attack the signature in some
situations [13,14,15] . For instance various tools are
available to exclude these attacks, and they are also
usable in this algorithm. The proposed scheme is
designed to use a combination of an appropriate one
way hash function h(.) with which m shell is hashed
before signing in order to bind the size of the key in
verification. To avoid the potentiality of message
collisions, it is preferable that the hash function
employed must have a 160 bits product and secure
hash algorithm [16,17] which seems to be an
appropriate choice.
In summary, when we apply the Elgamal signature
algorithm with a as a generator of z *p , we are
signing at the same time in a number of different
groups that correspond to the factors of θ . The
proposed signing key can be secure in a few of these,
shared with some participants, and will be available
to each user mod the smooth part of θ . This smooth
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part is at least 2, so that p is a random prime
number; it will be around log 2 B [18].

3. Structure of the Channel
Obviously, the prime p is selected to supply any
preferred combination of narrowcast and broadcast
channels. The prime that is best for broadcast in
Elgamal signature was given in the original design of
the digital signature scheme, this have ( p − 1) / q =
270 *345 *530 *725 *1120 [19], producing a broadcast
channel of about 352 bits. The present digital
signature scheme [10] proposes a special pair of
primes, namely:

p = 111069504852506684738965995531108649436
4275721046177400870101023825839678874642448
1120264311896935333601619506678772919359575
47795677949604631005846095348727 and
q = 101650565888901462990072961821000258491
8553821669
The factors of ( p − 1) / q were found by Paul
Leyland and are 2.
q1 = 4196363948260739557

q 2 = 4208101743716447893907182873
q3 = 30938244015097155307491012957530738401
9243127389783508284907
Employing the prime p for Elgamal signature could
give a secure signature, in the groups of order q
and q3 , might be weakened to supply a narrowcast
covert channel. These will also be a transmit channel
of fairly over 160 bits per signature, as the signing
key could be obtained in the groups whose orders are
2, q1 for roughly 234 multiplications and q 2 for
roughly 247 multiplications.
It must be explicit from this example the way to
choose p for any wished combination of broadcast
and narrowcast covert channel size. In the example of
an arbitrarily selected prime p , it may be exposed
that the expected size in bits v of the result of all
prime divisors ≤ B is just about log 2 B [18]. So the
covert channel needs a computation time of O( 2 v / 2 )
to convey v bits, whereas the formerly known
narrowband channel required around 2 v . Furthermore,

v has a large difference, for one in 100 1024-bit
primes; one finds a result of v which is around four
times bigger than the predictable result [18]. Anyhow,
the values of p and q in the present digital
signature scheme are not acutely out of the standard.

4. Discussion
The proposed channel occurs when a digital signature
is carried out in a composite group with the feature
that the key in one or more of its subgroups is shared
with the receiver. This sharing could be explicit, in
the case of the narrowband channel, or implied in the
situation where trusted secret can easily calculate the
key in the appropriate group or groups. It is obvious
that the suggested channel could be avoided by
working in a group of prime order. In the instance
mentioned, we might substitute a by a ( p −1) / 2 or
a ( p −1) / q3 , and in fact this is the approach used by
digital signature scheme [20]. After the digital
signature scheme was suggested, it developed to have
been designed to increase the secret channel size
[21]. This statement was denied at the time by a
person in charge in NSA [22], and we can at present
notice that he was correct; the digital signature
scheme does not increase the secret benefit of a
signature, but reduces it by eradicating the suggested
channel.
The proposed scheme has suggestions for security
and secrecy; a person can find out the message key
k as well as the signing key x mod m , actually in a
standard discrete logarithm based cryptography, we
can expect to detect the keys mod the smooth
element of the order. It could be reckless of a
developer to let such server key disclosure, as
numerous random number generators illustrate
regularities as a result of resonances, or
implementation bugs. An Elgamal algorithm
employing the p and q originally suggested by the
digital signature scheme could be disclosing more
than two thirds of every key. In lots of applications,
and this would be adequate to raise the attack.
However, for now we suggest that developers of
Diffie-Hellman and Elgamal sort schemes must apply
groups of prime order each time.

5. Conclusions
We have solved Simmons difficulty by proving that
the Elgamal signature scheme has a broadband covert
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channel; the proposed channel, which does not
require the sender to compromise the security of the
entity signing key. However, Simmons assumption
that such mechanisms did not exits is not completely
wrong, since the bandwidth of the suggested channel
in bits for each signature is precisely equivalent to
the number of bits that the signer is set to
compromise of entity signing key. Thus, it may
clearly be that Simmons assumption holds with a
more exact formulation.
We have also perceived that the design of the DSS
does not maximize the covert usefulness of its
signatures, but minimizes them. The proposed
scheme also demonstrates that numerous discrete
logarithm based schemes are vulnerable, whilst the
DSS is not susceptible in this means.
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